A few months ago, a friend told you about a book they highly recommended. It was a mystery by a very popular British author, with a very shocking ending. You can’t remember the title or the author, but you remember that it was an older book (from the 1940s or 1950s) and involved a wealthy family in a house. The title of the novel may have come from a nursery rhyme.

Use your internet search skills to find the author and title of this book. Each time you type something into the search bar, write down your search on this worksheet. You may need to modify your search multiple times before you find the correct answer; you can write on the back of this sheet if you run out of space. Once you think you’ve found the answer, write it on your worksheet (but don’t tell anyone else!!!)

I searched for:

I searched for:

I searched for:

I searched for:

I searched for:

Write the title and author here!!!